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T hreepence

plr. Exchequer - Philanthropist
he will sppnd our money, only informing us after he has spent it
where it has* gone. Mr. Exchequer
considers fo r‘ instance that £1,500
million spent on the Defence racket
is fnoney well*spent. Why only the
day after his spokesman the Minis
ter of Health was telling us that we
have got to buck up our ideas about
“free” health - services, his former
boss, Mr. Peter Thqrnycroft (with
whom he resigned from the govern
ment in 1958 in protest at the
Cabinet’s refusal to set a ceiling on
social service estimates), was attend
ing the 16-nation meeting at Stras
Et.
bourg at which he declared that
[ Now who is this generous, philan Britain was prepared “to increase
thropic Mr. Exchequer who has her coptributioff to a Europcanjje n making it possible for us to get British Commonwealth "satellite
Something for nothing, or almost? launching project from £17 millions
pi/here does he get his great wealth to £23 millions.” A mere £6 mil
>m? Last year just from those of lions which Mr. Exchequer feels is
1Who smoke and drink he collect money Well spent and which he can
ed more than £700 million in Ex- jvell afford by saving £1.6m. on
Duty, enough to pay for the spectacles, £1.5m. on welfare food
*hole Health Service. He is the ch a rg e ^ £ lm. on dentures and the
uper monopolist collecting from us rest fjmn the £12.5 million he is
the course of the year more than going to save on prescription
1,000 million one way or another,
Tther by stealth or by the threat of
pree and then he alone decides how

I a t last the Government has given
Ere the Opposition something to
Bit its dentures into. Announcing
^creased NHS contributions, the
jbubling of payments for prescripfcns, increased charges for dentures
Jfid spectacles, the Government will
■tereby “save the Exchequer” £72
M illion in a full year. After all.
IMr. Exchequer has been providing
B p less than £663 million out of the
TB67. million which was spent on the
jsalth Service last year, and he
T&uld have had to find more this
ja r sjnee it appears that the Health
"11 will rise by a further 11 per

charges.
4
'
It's all a question of priorities,
and the government knows best
what is good for us. Did somebody
say thq, trouble is that the wrong
’ party is in power? Judging by the
indignation of the Opposition when
the announcement was made (we go
to press before the debate in the
Commons) it would seem that our
heckler is right, except for one small
detail which he has forgotten or was
too young at the time to have
noticed: that it was the Labour
government which introduced the
shilling charge on prescriptions, and
over which the then Minister of
Health. Aneurin Bevan, resigned
from the government!
There is no such thing as a free
health service. We all pay for it
one way and another. And the poor
pay more than anybody else, in
directly if one has one’s gaze fixed
only on the balance sheet, but
directly if one pauses to ask oneself
why it is that in our society some are
poor while others are wealthy!

W ho cares about the Pawns in

ISoo Volunteers
for Sit-Down
I'D Y February 1st the Committee of 100
■Ib had received 1,200 pledges to parti
cipate in the non-violent sit-down de
monstration outside the Ministry of
Defence on February 18th. The sit-down
will be led by Bertrand Russell and
Michael Scott in protest against the
Polaris agreement and all policies that
depend on weapons of mass destruction.
In the light of this dramatic response
to its appeal for volunteers the Com
mittee has firmly decided to go ahead
with the demonstration. Meanwhile re
cruiting for further volunteers continues.
As we go to Press we understand that a
further 300 pledges have been received.
The sit-down is to be preceded by a
march from Marble Arch to Trafalgar
Square starting at 1 p.m. and a rally in
the Square starting at 2 p.m. Speakers
will include Bertrand Russell, Herbert
Read, Michael Scott, and Hugh MacDiarmid. After the rally demonstrators
will march down Whitehall to the Min
istry of Defence where the sit-down will
commence. A declaration signed by all
demonstrators and posted up on the
main door of the Defence Ministry will
serve notice on the Government that the
demonstration is the first in a campaign
of non-violent civil disobedience against
weapons of mass destruction.
A supporting march of those not in
tending to take part in the sit-down will
follow the demonstrators down White
hall and continue past Parliament Square
into Victoria Street and Tothill Street.
Local branches of a number of Trade
Unions have sent donations and mes
sages of support for the demonstration.
The Seven Sisters Lodge of the National
Union of Mineworkers representing 650
miners in South Wales is sending two
delegates to take part in the demonstra
tion. Donations and messages of sup
port have come from seven A.E.U.
branches. Last week-end delegates to a
meeting of A.S.S.E.T. (Association of
Supervisory Staffs, Executives & Techni
cians) voted to support the demonstra
tion; at least eight of those present at the
meeting are expected to take part in the
sit-down.
Two playwrights who are members of
the Committee have confirmed that they
will be taking part in the demonstration.
They afe Arnold Wesker and Robert
Bolt. -

ALGERIA
CINCE the Arab Nationalists have
now declared themselves ready
for a new attempt at negotiating the
organization of free elections in
Algeria; since everyone, including
General de Gaulle, seems to hold
that such election are the only way
of achieving “self-determination” for
Algerians; since it should not be
technically impossible to provide
some form of neutral supervision of
the ballot; since everyone seems to
agree with everyone else on the main
point at issue, why is it, one may
wonder, that they are not falling into
one another’s arms and organizing
these elections at once? Why do1
they stop the war and consult thIL
people?

OUR S U G G E S T IO N FOR. THE CREW FOR THE
F IR S T MANNED EUROPEAN ROCKET

madding crowd and its cries for
peace.

I N order to safeguard as many of

their economic and political in
terests as possible, the French will
only negotiate peace from a “posi
tion of strength”—which means
waving the threat of an alternative
French solution should the rebels
prove intractable. Hence the set
ting up of a semi-autonomous ad
ministration, the increase of military
pressure on, and control of, the
Muslim population; hence also de
Gaulle’s insistence on a “peaceful |
confrontation of all tendencies”, the
function of which would simply be
to reduce the importance of the
The answer, or part of it, is that FLN to that of a tendency among
the people never do have a say in others, of an ineffectual minority.
such things. Although everyone is But the FLN will not accept being
officially clamouring for self-deter placed in such a position, and so the
mination, it is obvious to anyone game goes on.
knowing the rules of the political
game that the next Algerian ballot
One must bear in mind that the
will have no more significance than rebel leaders are seasoned politi
any other ballot: the outcome will cians too, and that their aim is not
be independence," and so the real simply independence for Algeria,
issue is the organization of power but power for the FLN. Ever since
in the future independent state; but the beginning of the armed rebellion,
it stands to reason that, on such ser the FLN leaders have ruthlessly pur
ious matters, the people cannot pos sued the physical elimination of all
sibly be left to decide for themselves. rival
anti-French
organisations.
Elections will be called simply to Their attitude towards the more
approve of what will have been socially conscious MNA (the Alger
agreed upon by the political leaders ian National Movement, led by the
of both sides. Such an agreement famous syndicalist Messali Hadj) is
is not yet in sight, although negotia a case in point: members of the
tions are notoriously going on “in FLN have fought full-scale battles
secret” between the French govern against MNA rebels in Algeria over
ment and the Algerian rebels. The the past few years, and have appar
reason for that secrecy is that both ently succeeded in almost totally
sides are afraid of losing their pres suppressing them; in France, mem
tige should the negotiations fail, and bers of the MNA have always been
of letting it be known to the world at accused by agents of the FLN of
large, and to the Algerian victims in being the stooges of the French
particular, that there is in fact little police, and executed as traitors, in
or not question of peace in these the purest Bolshevik tradition.
talks: the stake being power, the Having appointed themselves the
politicians prefer playing their game sole representatives of the Algerian
patiently and quietly, far from the
Cootinuod oa p ?

An Ambitious Experiment Concerning

F R E E D O M ’S F U T U R E
TJOR many months past F reedom’s
columns have included a num
ber of letters and articles on the
subject of how anarchist ideas can
best be communicated to the public
by the written word. We have in
the main published contributions
from those readers who had sug
gestions to make for changing the
format, the frequency as well as the
editors of F reedom. Similarly so
far as the editors were concerned the
floor was taken by those who
favoured change. But to restore the
balance, we should point out that
very many readers when ordering
books, or renewing their subscrip
tions have, in passing, put in their
plea that F reedom should continue
as a weekly publication. The
editors of F reedom are not unani
mous on the subject. Most of us
have worked together on the paper
for the past fifteen years, each with
his or her particular way of ap
proaching the problems of propa
ganda, of organisation; each with
his individual interpretation of an
archism. We hope we will not ap
pear immodest when we suggest that
to have “put to bed”—as the printin fraternity so quaintly describe the
process of getting a paper ready for
print—something like 650 issues of
F reedom, is no mean achievement
in the circumstances! But neither
is it unreasonable that some of us,
after watching so many millions of
words emerge from the presses over
the years, should feel less enthu
siastic as to their efficacity, or
question the method of approach,
or even just feel tired! After all,
the results have hardly been bril
liant, and the enthusiastic young
people prepared to take over for the

next decade while we graze, in our
old age, on the green pastures re
served for us (on paper!) by our
good friend S.F. have not, so far,
materialised. The point is of course
that we do not spend our time (and
for the sake of new readers we
should point out that no-one con
nected with the many activities of
the F reedom Press is holding down
a paid job) publishing a paper,
simply for the sake of entertaining
our readers; the measure of the
success of our efforts is the extent
to which anarchist ideas are accepted
and acted upon by a growing num
ber of people. Some of us think
that the results of 15 years of propa
ganda have been a dismal failure,
and among them some think that
it has been because we have not
suceeded in “putting over the idea”
while others maintain that if the
public won’t respond there is nothing
much that you can do about it. In
the third group are those who think
that we should intensify our propa
ganda whether the public is apathetic
or enthusiastic. None of us, how
ever, doubts the “rightness”, the
validity, of anarchism.
p O R as many years as we have
been connected with the F reedom
P ress we have been stressing the
need for the newspaper which makes
its anarchist propaganda by under
lining and commenting on day to
day news at home and abroad and
the review which is the vehicle for
unrestricted (in terms of space)
thought and research on basic social,
economic and organisational prob
lems which will loom as large in the
1 ^ CMtuucd oa p. 5
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TH E CONGO TR A G ED Y
tragedy always seems to give
HUMAN
u$ a morbid interest, we have made

corded in all its glory: “The Congo was
a pitiful land when he (Leopold) took it
a mess of this world and so many people
over; it was more pitiful when he had
done with it. Although slavery had
spend all their time carefully analysing
finally been put down, forced labour,
and classifying one disaster after an
autocracy, and harsher poverty were put
other. Maybe we just want to know
in its place.” But even the ‘pitiful' state
where everything has gone wrong, we
want to know what is wrong, for we feel of the Congo prior to the Belgian rule
had its gardens of paradise. At the turn
so forcefully that life is only a tiny
of the century Leo Frobenius, a German
part of what it could be.
explorer and humanist could write;
Two books have just been published*
“In some villages, the main streets
which deal with a tragedy in the middle
were lined on both sides with palm trees.
of Africa, a tale of hatred and evil, of
malice and spite. But there is another Each hut was adorned in a different
style, a clever delightful mingling of
side to it, some people are trying to
and matting. The men
mop up the blood and build a State just wood-carving
carried chiselled weapons in bronze and
like the one we have. Uncle UN is brass. They were clad in multi-coloured
saving the African people from “anarchy
stuffs of silk and fibre. Each object,
and chaos". They are lucky indeed, pipe, spoon, or bowl was a work of art,
soon these fortunate people will have a comparable with its beauty to the crea
basis for a society just like the one we tions of the romanesque period in
live in. In time their expectation of life Europe. I have never heard of any
may rise from thirty years to seventy, it northern people who could rival these
is always possible if we organise and . primitive folk in their dignity, exquisite
polteness, and grace.”
plan and have responsible institutions.
Legum goes on to describe the period
Pity the Africans who have never had
real Power before, now is their chance up until the Second World War in which
the Congo was ruled by a “Trinity of
to show the world what they can do
when they are civilised. What jov is Power", the administration (Belgian). Big
Business, and the Roman Catholic
Progress!
Church. Following the War until 1958
The first ,of these books deals with the
the Belgians began to lose their position,
political and historical side of the Congo
and should be read prior to reading the £Jite of Africans allowed to ‘rise' in
the social scale revolting against the' Bel
Calder's book, which is really a report
gians to lead a Nationalist movement.
of a very personal character on the
In 1959 the Nationalists showed very
United Nations' social services in the
great advances and early in 1960 indepen
Congo. Both books are' for obvious
reasons, hurried and thus contain a sense dence was surprisingly granted for June
of the same year. The reasons for the sud
of urgency and drive.
Congo Disaster slants with an introduc den Belgian capitulation are not certain
but it seems likely that they could, not
tion, that should be read at the end of
the book, and then deals briefly with 80 really have done anything else as''the
complete African front showed its deter
years of Belgian presence in the Congo.
mination to win independence at once.
Legum tells us of Leopold's ‘civilizing'
mission begun in 1885 and completed b y ' This determination in turn coming from
the various political rivals trying to out
1908 when his personal rule was replaced
bid each other in winning the support of
by the Belgian parliament. In Legum's
the populace.
words the white man's influence is reThe ‘ split between the federalists or
tribalists stich as Kasavubu and the
*CONGO DISASTER. By Colin Legum.
Unitarians wanting all power with a cen
(Penguin Books 2s. 6d.)
A G O N Y OF THE CONGO. By Ritchie
tralised State, represented by Lumumba,
Calder. (Gollancz 16s.).
is at the heart of Congolese politics.
Legum argues that a federal set-up, such
as in Nigeria is more likely to work in

the Congo (eleven times the size of
Britain), but that the smaller African
countries such as Ghana are more suited
to the more centralised system of Gov
ernment. However all that is really
being contended is whether centralism
should be tribal or national.
I will not enter into the disaster that
followed independence or to the UN in
tervention and subsequent political up
heavals and tribal warfare. These are
all thoroughly discussed in the book.
In a final summing up Legum comes out
with three major criticisms of the UN,
these are: 1. Their failure to deal with
Tsombe; 2. The failure to support the
Lumumba government; 3. The failure to
discipline and reorganize the Force Publique. But he ends; “Criticism of the
UN operation becomes insignificant when
set against the prophylactic role of the
UN.”
Ritchie Calder was asked by the UN
and the WHO (World Health Organisa
tion) to undertake his fact-finding mis
sion, but no one at the UN has been
asked to approve his book. However, it
is very pro-UN and is not critical. Calder
states that he is “on the side of the
United Nations", and if the editors of
F reedom think my attitude to the UN
is starry-eyed they should compare my
views with Calder's.
After a very brief historical sketch
of the history of the Congo,- Calder
plunges right into his adventurous jour
neys in the Congo. He takes us from
province to province of the country and
readably informs us what the UN is
doing in the field of social services to
help the Congolese. In his chapter on
the Kasai province he predicts the famine
now being borne by the Baluba people
and paints a most distressing picture of'
the situation there. He reports that
“throughout the Congo the WHO doc
tors wefe; on the alert to the spread of
plague but, as Dr. Dufour told me
grimly,, there was not much fear of
plague in this province of Kasai. The
rats were too well fed, because there
were so many unburied corpses and,
according to him, well fed rats did not
contract plague.” He tells of a Euro
pean doctor who found it “rather discon- *

certing to undo an out-patient's plaster
cast and find a nest of bed-bugs inside.*"
A revealing chapter on Oricntalc Pro
vince is which Calder makes an investi
gation of the judicature confirms my
feelings about white settlers in Africa.
“In Orientale Province,'' he writes, “with
two exceptions, all the magistrates bolted.
Don't let's quibble about a word—they
b o l t e d This was typical of the whole
Congo except for Katanga Province.
“Justice,” we read, “had to be rehabili
tated in the Congo.” So just when
respect for Jaw and order was at its
lowest, the UN set about restoring the
illusion of “Justice”.
In his final chapter Calder sums up
the work of the UN in the Congo as a
great experiment in State-Making and
State-Management. And although I still
hold that the emergency help given to
the Congolese by way of expert technical
and medical assistance is worthy of
praise, I must say that I shudder at the
thought of ^such a pernicious thing as a
State actually being built.
In the editorial (The ‘Political and
Military Chicanery* goes on 28/1/61) the
editors of F reedom state:

Not for the Boys
Young Fabians
T HE
their first pamphlet*

have projected
into the coffee
houses and bars which the New Leftists
and other Labourite youth frequent. Its
author Ray Gosling advocates an inter
esting semi-libertarian case for the organ
isation of individual youth clubs, which
is conceded in his plea for more auton
omy in the structure of youth syndicates.
In Leicester, Gosling has not been idle
in applying his thesis, he is a member
of the permanent staff of whom all are
under 23, in a youth club which is now
apparently commercially self-sufficient.
He is however rather vague with regard
to the relationship between the individual
member and the committee, and in the
introduction he unfortunately claims that
the operation of the club is dictated by
the committee, the fact that the com
mittee is a collection of young people and
originally compiled of—a character living
off immoral earnings, plus a teenage

FREEDOM BOOKSHOP
(Open 2 p.m .—5.30 p.m. daily;
10 a.m.— f p.m. Thursdays;
10 e.m,—5 p.m. Saturdays).
Wa can supply ANY book in print
required—also out-of-print searched for
—and frequently found! This includes
paper-becks, children's books and text
books. (Please supply publsher** name
if possible}.

Around the Galleries

/^YN Sunday; th e 22nd of January the
^
Woodstock teajjeiy at 16 J|jfe>odI.stock Street, W-l. succeeded in infiltrat
ing a plug into the national press to the
effect that Colin Wilson would open the
exhibition of paintings by Lionel Miskin
i\e w Books « * >
and that the said Miskin would cut and
Agony of the Congo
distribute his own life-size cake baked
Ritchie Colder 16/effigy and bn the evening of the 23rd
Kneel to the Rising Sun
ErsVine Caldwell 16/half the Town and its idiot brother
Golk
R. G . Stem 16/-ap crowded into the Woodstock Gallery to
British Foreign Policy Since
bear witness to this act of transubstantiaWorld War 2 C M. Wood House 30/tioiL
It is never a pleasant sight to wit
Sons and Comrades K. Bcendys 15/ness a painter, even a bad one, abasing
A Russian Child
SB. Fen 21/himself before the very mob he professes
The Atomic Problem L. L. Whyte . 7/6
to despise, for if Miskin had had the
JDeathwetch; a Play Jeon Genet 5 /6
Toward* a Free Society
courage to spit in the faces of these col§F
Charles Martin 2/6
lected clowns I should have been the
Rejyrints and
first to applaud him but the man who
claimed to protest “against the dealer,,
Cheap Editions * chosen intermediary between artist and
Old Goriot Honor© de Balzac 7/6
community”, “and a Public that pros
The Scattered Seed
trates itself at the LOUDEST SCREAM”
Stuart £ogsirand 2/6
Jimmy Brockett
Dai Stivens 3/6
turned the Woodstock into a third-rate
variety theatre for the benefit of any
Second-H and * - #
passing free-Ioader, sensation-seeker or
Child Art
W. Viola 10/The War in South Africa (1900)
sniggering square and his own paintings
J. A. Hobson 6/merely served as a barren backcloth for
Thou Art Peter
his act.
A D. H©weH-$mHh 15/At seven o'clock the arc lights were
The God that Failed
turned on and the TV camera men made
Crossman, Koe*Her, Silone, etc, 10/*
ready and bubbles of silence bounced
No Fruit More Bitter
Laurence Wilkinson 3/6
through the heated crowded room as it
Lost /Illusion
Freda Utley 3/6
became known that Colin Wilson had
Epitaph of a Small Winner
arrived. Sporting a tiny orchid in his
Machado de Assis 3/lapel and with a fixed grin upon bis
Russia against the Kremlin
face Wilson swam like a spawning
Alexandre Metaxas 5/salmon through the gaping crowd to the
Women and the Revolution
white lights o f the camera crew hidden
"
Ethel Mannin 6/6
by the mob at the rear of the gallery and
Thus Spake Zarathrustra
F. Nletzche 5/6
a little stream of hangers-on crawled
Wrestling Jacob Marjorie Bowen 5/after him. We waited breathlessly for
England expects Every American
the “sensation” that we knew was to be
to do his Duty (1938)
ours. A false thrill was engendered
Quincy Howe 3/6
when a visiting hearty gurgled “God
Pamphlet Pl| * >
here’s Christopher Logue, now thcreT] be
Belgium; the General Strike
6d.
a fight’..
Periodicals . . .
We squeezed back among the peasan
Views and Comments, Jan.-Fab, \/»
try at the wrong end of the gallery as
Liberation, December
1/9
Christopher Logue, followed by a smaller
Postage free on all Items
group of sycophants than the Wilson
Obtainable from
camp, eased its way by right of press
benediction into the packed mass and
17* M AXW ELL ROAD
waited eagerly for the sounds of prom
FULHAM LONDON SW6
ised battle should these two bantam
T e l: Renown 3736
weights attempt to flog each other to
death with Miskin catalogues, but it was

not to be, and the evening was given over
to the adoration of Colin Wilson.
From my place against the far wall
.of the gallery I could spy the wine
glasses balanced precariously on the
hanging frames of Miskin's paintings and
to dull the time I listened to a whispered
and acrimonious dispute between a dealer
from one. of the fashionable “little
galleries” and a sad-faced Asiatic from
the dealer's stud. Wilson droned on and
the cameras turned and finally becoming
embarrassed with Wilson's views on
painting and bored by his small boy use
of the words “shit” and “bloody”, I
drifted upstairs to the Small Room
above the main drag where Paul Mann,
the--only artist in the house, looked
slightly green around the gills, sucked
aspirin tablets.
Mann’s abstractions executed in cel
lulose paint are as beautiful and as
gaudy as peacocks' tails. He has used
drops of bright colours on white board
lain flat down and with swift and flow
ing brush strokes he has created pat
terns that hint at the loveliness of
orchids, Chinese kimonos or birds of
paradise trapped in snow.
The very profusion of the work on
display may lower their value in the
aesthetic eye but like the dancing lights
upon the wet road their inconsequential
beauty is worthy of our attention.
I made my way back to the main drag
and Wilson and most of the drifting
mob had drifted off and the camera
crews were putting their gear away while
reporters checked notes, opinions and
names with each other. Miskin's cake
body was still being carved up and
served to whosoever wanted it and a few
lingering souls were still partaking of the
euebarist but strictly from hunger.
It was now possible to view Miskin’s
paintings and these muddied landscapes
that looked like bad parodies of anything
from Blake or Turner or Van Gogh
were frankly not worth the journey.
With backgrounds resting Iumpishly upon
foregrounds and the whole merging into
a brownish greyish daub they oppressed
one with their wasted effort. If Miskin
spent time and effort he could paint a
decent landscape but he wants to play
genius without offering any proof of
native talent and as long as he plays this

“The question which the critical
Freedom ,,do . not face Squarely •—
Should strife be prevented on ‘humarJT
torian grounds', at all costa*
outside intervention? if that is ttoir
position then not ' only must they toA.
demn every uprising of the p*ty3m
against their rulers on the grounoVtJtfl
it threatens human lives, but they m tS
also accept the statue quo and pin TP
their hopes on progressive-minded polSt
cians or in changes that may arise frd
semi-bloodless palace revolutions!” i
I would answer for myself that stf
must differentiate about the
under consideration. Xfl
Congo
remain quite adamant that the UN prdl
vented a worse horror by intervenue1^
this does not mean that I have a pfencc for colonial rule rather than
independence, and it does not follow IL
I must condemn “every uprising o f S
people”, because it threatens human
There is a world of difference betwd
people starving to death, complete
guiltless of any crime, in need of exp
medical attention and a ruling and
ploiting class being overthrown, by v
lence if need be, to realise a fair
free society.
WOT ComtSamed w flta

silly game he will always find people
with even less talent than himself willing
to use him as a doorstep for their own
advancement. But the choice is Mis
kin's and he will find that a month from
now the same clowns that cheered him
or. will be fawning over some other
sucker.
The Arthur Tooth’s gallery at 31
Bruton Street, W.l. is playing host to
six American Abstract Painters and this
trivia is worth a visit merely to purchase
a copy of Lawrence Alloway’s two shil
ling catalogue for this is the second visit
of the American Hard Edge Painters to
these islands and if anyone is worried
about the sobriquet Hard Edge then call
it Geometrical Abstractionism and
bravely face the taunt of being a grad
uate from Squaresville but should you
wish to climb into the act then quote
Roger Coleman's definition of Hard Edge
at them to the effect that
“it is based on perceptual experience
rather than on a measurable concept of
hardness or clarity of definition. For
example the specification for a model
hard-edge painting would have to take
account of a kind of instability within
the framework of stability, like the
majestically brooding instability of Ad
Reinharddt's symmetry, or the finite in
security of two forms which at the same
time are components of a continuous flat
surface ^ . , ” etc.
It is fitting that Coleman should point
out Reinhardt, one “d”, for this fortyeight-year-old' American cartoonist is the
only one of the half dozen from Betty
Parson's New York gallery who seems
capable of carrying on beyond this plea
sant but trivial play with forms and
colours for these are the sort of exercises
that one would expect any competent
journeyman signwriter to perform as part
of a normal day's stint and if you feel
that 1 am being too harsh then 1 can
only quote an aside from Alloway's ex
cellent and partisan catalogue that
“(Liberman puts some of his paintings
out to a craftsman to execute)". Their
very simplicity makes them ideal for a
new do-it-yourself game for if I read
Alloway aright it should now be pos
sible to phone the specifications to one's
signwriter and then to sign the finished
work on the first opportunity that the
creator in absfracto has of visiting the

prostitute, plus the girl from the.
proved School, plus a professional th
plus a shop lifter, plus the mentally IT
tarded and the unemployable—is not v
consoling, and anarchists would bei
dined to query to what extent the c
mittee is controlled by the rank and |
members.
On the question of youth lcaderjj
diverges from the Albemarle Rer
which failed to give any considerate
to the relation between the youth Jca
and the young person, and goes on to ‘
ject the worker to boss, father to
apprentice to master concept in fav
of the more libertarian conception"
the youth leader acting as a suppL
and the young person taking the form^
a consumer. Throughout the pampu
Gosling directs a steady flow of c*
tempt at the moralistic, semi-religiou
semi-military type approach • to ycr
work. He continues to assert, that yo»
people will not be satisfied with a sc^
vice for youth until they actually run f.
show, their own show. In the next serv?
tence in suggesting the methods of attain-!
in gthis aim Gosling drifts from reality!
when he appeals to the Labour Party?
to realise that it could be a proud cbam-8
pion of such a cause. In view of the]
proscribing of the Young Socialist pub
lication “Keep Left” and the fate of the
old League of Youth, this suggestion:
seems to strike an ironic note.
It is unfortunate that the pamphlet was
not written with the intention of embrac
ing and prompting, the type person
Gosling is writing about, to use his
phrase the “Town conscious” be they
honest, decent or crooks and tarts, to
take a sense of communal responsibility
in their own clubs. This first Young
Fabian' publication is too ostentatious
and expensive to be very widely read
by anyone other than the Labour poli
ticos and intellectuals.
BB.
*Lady Albemarle's Boys, by Ray Gosling
(A Young Fabian Publication), 3s.

gallery to view his own work for the
first time.
One does not wish to be harsh on such
charming and unimportant work but the
artiste's self-appointed impressarios set
the values and they must be judged by
them for this exhibition would appear to
be only a spearhead into the commercial
Bond Street galleries, for tucked down in
the hallway leading to the Tooth's gal
lery, like Faith, Hope and Charity, hang
three geometrical abstractions by three
English painters, Plumb, Turnbull and
Shroud, all three late of the “Situations”
exhibition at the R.B.A., and one can
only assume that they are coyly waiting
in the wings for the beckoning finger to
send them trapesing up the stairs to the
glossy catalogue and the vacant wall
space and all this forty years after Kupa,
Mondrian and Malevitch But if anyone
is fearful that Alloway has left the oldhat abstractionism they need have no fear
for he has supplied the essay for the
catalogue of the paitings of Haller and
Hallegha at the 1CA, 17 Dover Street,
W.l. and Haller's abstractions have the
deliberate charm of splintered rotting
wood while Hollegha's slight drifting
luminous brush wipings have been blown
up to overpower the spectator with the
sheer weight of his canvas.
A rtttvr
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Freedom’s
Future
i *. i
H society as they do in the authori
sen society in which we live. For
\ r s w» haw attempted to combine
Nh activities in one journal, and
';Vr done neither as effectively as
Tshould have wished. And with^ ih e F reedom P ress group as
*?ers will have gathered from the
jtles of one of our editors there
1 those who feel it is high time
a some of us should have the time
Jtouse and think, to write the kind
□articles which the pressure of
aducing a weekly at present preJfes, Others, the present writer
jjtided, agree (while hotly denyrthat no thought goes into the
Suction of F reedom !) but we
J that it should not be a t the ex
ile of, but in addition to. the
Mication of F reedom “ the anar5 t weekly”.
m t our last group meeting we
j s not unanimous, but, of those
to were prepared to accept the
bonsibility of ensuring continued
plication, a compromise was
bhed which, so far as the present
Iter is concerned, is one which,
\n the e la b o ra tio n of anarchist
{ter^ Slid journalists throughout
j/vorW: an intensification of effort
I the/distribution side: and the
fenued financial support of our
V ades and sympathisers, repre
s s a step forward in our propayda. Unlike the capitalist press
k jt aims at whittling down the
loted word, we aim at increasing

Jrs!
★
HIS is what we are about to do

as <n> experiment for this year,
m readers’ reactions to it will
largely determine what we will do
next year. For this reason we ask
p ern to co-operate with us at least
for this year, and to reserve their
judgment until the end of the year.
For most of our readers all it means
is that the subscription to F reedom
will cost them 30/- ($5 for U.S. and
Canadian readers) instead of 19/as at present. Why?
Firstly because with the first issue
of F reedom in March the price will
be increased to 4d.. not because that
is what in capitalist terms is the
“economic” price of F reedom but
because with the few pounds extra
that we will receive each week we
are proposing to fa) improve the
quality of the paper used (b) buy
new display type for headings and
(c) include illustrations, which means
paying reproduction fees for photo
graphs and the cost of half-tone
blocks.
Secondly because on February 25.
instead of receiving Freedom we
shall be sending you the first number
of the anarchist review AUTON
OMY. a thirty-two page publication
which you will go on receiving the
last week of each month for the rest
of the year instead of Freedom
which will not be published for that
week.
In other words in 1961 we shall
be publishing 42 issues of F reedom
and 10 issues of AUTONOMY.
For the casual reader the former
will cost 4d. the latter 1/6 a copy.
For our subscribers the price is
30/- including postage, which alone
accounts for 10/4.
We repeat, this is an experiment
we are making not for the sake of
dividends for the shareholders, but
to further the ideas of anarchism and
freedom. Next year, if the neces
sary support is forthcoming during
the next ten months we will publish
F reedom weekly, that is 52 issues,
and the monthly AUTONOMY
monthly, that is 12 issues. But it
depends on you our comrades and

Who cares for the Pawns in Algeria!

people, the rebel leaders want to
make sure that they will also be the
sole masters of the future indepen
dent state. If they succeed in secur
ing that aim through negotiations
with the French, there will be some
hope of u cease-fire. If not, the
game— that is: the war—will go on.
9k
I T is interesting to note that one
possible incentive behind the
FLN’s recent peace-offer may have
been the fear that, with the pro
longation of the war. the national
consciousness of the Algerian mass
es is bound to give way to a more
radical class-consciousness and bring
about the emergence of new revo
lutionary leaders, whose authority
will be a challenge to the bourgeois
ministers of the provisional Alger
ian government. The Muslim de
monstrations that were staged dur
ing de Gaulle’s visit to Algeria had
not been ordered by the FLN and
are still lingering on in spite of the
F L N ’s orders to the contrary: thus
the initiative of the Algerian popu
lation has both reinforced the N at
ionalist
Government’s
prestige
abroad and foreshadowed a real
danger for its power in the future
state. Under the significant title

"Algerie FLN ou A Igerie anarchisante?" a journalist goes as far as
hinting, in the usually reliable daily
Le Monde (18.1.61), that “the sol
diers of the National Liberation
Army garrisoned in Tunisia or
Morocco constitute a sort of “re
serve” which might well be of some
use to the members of the Provis
ional Government of the Algerian
Republic, should they encounter the
resistance of the “maquis”-fighters
on their return to Algeria to take
part in the referendum campaign.
The “ external army” would thus be
called in to support the authority of
men who have long since ceased to
take part in the actual fighting or
had never done so in the first place.”
True enough, the seriousness of the
FL N ’s misgivings should not be
over-estimated. The rebel leaders
are still considered as heroes by the

readers. Your task is clear.
(1) In the course of this month
we will be sending out renewal
notices to all subscribers. If your
subscription is due for renewal then
please attend to this important
matter without delay.
(2) If you value the work that a
paper such as F reedom is doing
and are aware of the fact that the
subscription rate bears no relation
to the cost of production (which does
not include administration, nor
payment to contributors and editors)
then you will be among those of our
comrades and friends who send con
tributions to the Deficit Fund, which
this year will need your solidarity
more than ever.
(3) If you value F reedom for
yourself, then you will not think we
are expecting too much of you when
we ask you to do all you can to
introduce the paper to friends, or
even to sell it at meetings in your
locality.
(4) In many respects, inducing
those people who can write and who
have something to say, to write for
Freedom or AUTONOMY will be
the biggest problem to overcome
this year. There is no shortage of
capable writers among the anar
chists, but few of them seem to feel
a sufficiently strong link with the
paper to induce them to undertake
a regular collaboration. We are
hoping that the new developments
in our publishing activities will re
verse this trend and give an oppor
tunity to anarchists of all tendencies
to express themselves in print. Next
week we will discuss in more detail
what we think the new-look F ree
dom should be as well as outlining
the programme (for AUTONOMY.

people and are in no immediate
dunger of losing their political hold
on them. They can thus afford to
pursue the war for quite a long
time if it suits them. And the fact
that Ferhat Abbas started on his
Indonesian tour straight after his
last peace-proposal shows that he
did not except an immediate positive
answer from the French, but it also
shows that he did not even hope for
it. The point is precisely that, for
the FLN, as for the French, the hor
rors of the war, the bloodshed, the
tortures, the terror, the famine and
the misery, do not really matter. The
people don’t matter, or only in so
far as they are the pawns in the
political chess-game which both
governments are engaged in. The
stake is power, and is therefore
worth taking one’s time before end
ing the game. Meanwhile, of course,
the pawns are falling. But who
cares about pawns anyway? De
Gaulle has allowed the war to drag
on, and the FLN leaders are pre
pared to sacrifice their own “broth
ers” in their pursuit of totalitarian
power. But, from politicians, such
attitudes are to be expected; that is
not the sorest point.
t*

other left-wing groups may well be
right in claiming that “the masses”
would not at present follow a policy
of active resistance to war, but the
point is that the principles of such
an action have not even been put
forward. Here, as always, the
parties are concerned with keeping
their political “clientele”, not with
upholding moral principles. Since
the parties are both unable and un
willing to take a firm moral stand
with regard to the Algerian war and
to war in general, the people them 
selves have come to feel that the
issue is but a political one, which in
no way concerns them morally. N o
body, then, seems to care; nobody
feels strongly enough about the war
to take the personal risk of fighting
it personally. T hat is why all poli
tical actions against the war have
hitherto been doomed to failure:
they had not seriously been meant to
succeed in the first place.

lie
J T is not quite true, however, that
nobody cares. The encouraging
sign is that the young, especially,
are beginning to realize that the pre
sent inertia of public opinion is due
precisely to the organic impotence
of the political parties, and that they
will have to rely upon themselves if
they wish to obtain tangible results.
It is thus the Students’ Union which
took the initiative of staging the
mass protest meeting last October
and then asked the left-wing parties
to join them. (The Communists
boycotted the meeting, according to
their usual tactic of sabotaging such
movements as they cannot control).
It is, moreover, interesting to note
that the chairman of the Students’
Union gave as one of the reasons
for staging the dem onstration the
fact that the pressure in favour of
military disobedience was steadily
iincreasing among the rank-and-file,
and that some outlet had to be found
for the young people’s indignation
before things got out of h a n d ! T hat
is already typical of a politician’s
attitude, but at least it reveals the
existence of healthy reactions among
the young.

T ”H E sorest point about the Alger
ian war is surely -that the
French people don’t care about it
either. Sad to say : they don’t
really suffer from it enough, they
can all too easily bear the burden of
the war, both from the economic
and the human points of view. The
annual rate of casualties on the
French side does not much exceed,
as one cheerful minister once poin
ted out, “the number of deaths on
the road”, and the economic conse
quences are no doubt less to be felt
in the field of consumer-goods than
in those of long-term investments
such as housing, health, education,
electric power, etc. The bulk of the
French, moreover, are much more
chauvinistic at heart than is gene
rally supposed, and are at present
completely
hypnotized
by
de
Gaulle’s nationalistic haughtiness.
It is even possible to assume that,
were de Gaulle to-morrow to decide
It seems that, in spite of the heavy
that the interest and glory of France prison sentences, the num ber of con
command her to launch upon a full- scientious objectors is still on the
scale extermination war against the increase—though well-nigh all the
Algerian people, and were he then
to consult the nation on this point,
he would once more obtain a threeto-one majority in favour of his
policy! So that the recent answer
of the French to the referendum,
though everyone agrees that it was
a “yes to peace”, means in fact that
they hope for peace, not that they
SELECTIONS FROM
really want i t : there are no tangible
‘ FREEDOM ’
signs whatsoever that they do.
Vol. 1,1951, Mankind is One
The present government is no
Vol. 2, 1952, Postscript to Posterity
doubt partly responsible for lulling
Vol. 3,1953, Colonialism on Trial
Vol. 4,1954, Living on a Volcano
the people into that blissful state of
Vol. 5,1955, The Immoral Moralists
indifference, but the political parties
Waters
of Ihe left have dutifully helped in
Vol. 6,1956, Oil and Troubled
rocking the cot. Volumes of pro
Vol. 7,1957, Year One—Sputnik Em
Vol. 8,1958, Socialism in a
tests, petitions, manifestos have
Wheelchair
been issued by those parties in the
Vol. 9 ,1959, Print, Press & Public
course of the past six years—none of
each volume paper 7i. 6d.
them insisted that something had to
cloth 10*. 6d.
be done. “Sign this paper, and
The
paper
edition
of
the
Selection* i*
when the time comes, vote for us”,
available to reader* of FREEDOM
was the slogan. At no time was
at 5/- a copy
any politician heard to say: “Don’t
bother to vote, but when the lime
CHARLES MARTIN .
conics, refuse to fight! ” At no time
Towards a Free Society
2s. 6d.
were the people reminded that they
VOLINE:
hud the power to stop the war at
Nineteen-Seventeen (The Russian
once, since they are relied upon to
Revolution Betrayed) cloth 12*. 6d.
do the lighting and pay for it. Direct
The Unknown Revolution
action is considered by our worthy
(Kronstadt 1921, Ukraine 1918-21)
cloth 12*. 6d.
political thinkers to be “limited in
scope” and ineffective (the efficiency
PAUL ELTZBACHER i
of political action for peace has been
Anarchism (Seven Exponents of the
proved, of course, beyond all expec
Anarchist Philosophy) cloth 21s.
tations !).
V. RICHARDS s

FREEDOM PRESS

The implication, in any case, is
that direct action is individual action
and requires individual thinking; it
is therefore highly unpolitical and
ultimately dangerous for all political
parties. The Communists and the

Lessons of the Spanish
Revolution 6*.
IOHN HEWETSON:

Ill-Health, Poverty and the State
cloth 2*: 6d., paper Is.

left-wing papers conspire in hushing
it up. Non-violent action groups
are still courageously trying to
arouse public opinion, but they,
too, have receded into the back
ground : they have ceased to be
“news”, what with the U N O debate,
the referendum, the peace-proposals
—and the continuation of the war.
There are some others who do c a re :
the intellectuals who signed the
Manifesto of the 121. T heir case
must not be confused (and H em Day
is guilty of such a confusion in his
own counter-manifesto recently pub
lished in F reedom ) with that of the
Jeanson organization supporting the
FLN. It is true that the text of the
M anifesto is not a pacifist o r an
anarchist text. It is true that it does
not condemn all wars. It is also
true, by the way, that some 120 out
of the 121 people who signed it
(many of whom are known to hold
libertarian ideas) have declared
themselves to be not quite in accor
dance with the exact wording of the
text. But it is not true that the
Manifesto calls the young to enrol in
the Algerian liberation arm y: the
main tenet of the Manifesto, that on
which the stress was brought to bear
in the public’s mind, is the sentence
in which the 121 declare that they
“respect the refusal to take arms
against the Algerian people and con
sider such a refusal to be justified”.
The signatories were not irrespon
sible enough openly to recommend
desertion while being themselves too
old to bear the consequences of
desertion; but to proclaim that deser
tion o r conscientious objection are
respectable and justified is, in this
country and at this time, a gesture
which entails a definite personal
risk. T hat so many thinking and
influential people (the total number
of signatures exceed 200) should
have cared enough about the moral
issue of the w ar to run that risk is in
itself encouraging. It is also signi
ficant that, with one or two excep
tions, none of the signatories belong
ed to any _ of the big political
parties . . . Their gesture may well
have been “inefficient” from a politi
cal point of view: they have, like
the conscientious objectors and the
nonviolent groups, planted seeds of
responsible thinking and courageous
action that cannot all be lost.

C.D.

RUDOLF ROCKER:
Nationalism and Culture cloth 21s.
ERRICO MALATESTA :
Anarchy

9d.

MARIE-LOUISE BERNERI:

Neither East nor West
paper 7s. 6d., cloth 10s.
PETER KROPOTKIN:
The State: Its Historic Rdle
The Wage System
Revolutionary Government
Organised Vengeance
Called Justice

6d.
Is.
3d.
3d.
2d.

HERBERT READ i

Poetry and Anarchism
cloth 5s., paper 2s. 6d.
The Philosophy of Anarchism
boards 2s. 6d.
The Education of Free Men
Is.
E. A. GUTKIND :

The Expanding Environment 8s. 6d.
TONY GIBSON:
Youth for Freedom
paper 2s.
Who will do the Dirty Work? 2d.
GEORGE WOODCOCK t

New Life to the Land
Homes or Hovels')
Railways and Society

6d.
6d.
3d.

★
Marie-Louise Berneri Memorial
Committee publications:
Marie-Louise Berneri, 1918-1949:
A Tribute
cloth 5s.
Journey Through Utopia
cloth 18s. (U.S.A. $3)

17a, Maxwell Road, Fulham
London, S.W.6
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LETTERS TO t h e

MENTAL
f ' L Y N HARRY HUGHES writes an
interesting hnd provocative ietter in
the issue of 28th January, but it is diffi
cult to suppose he is entirely serious.
Undoubtedly, there are people to
whom deluions are necessary. We must
accept Comrade Hughes’s examples of
the poor soul lifted from the slough of
despond by believing: “I can do ail
things through Christ”, and the wretch
saved from suicide by repeating: “Jesus
loves me.” We may add many more ex
amples, such as the woman saved from
acute distress by supposing the doctors
in the mental hospital are making her ill
by means of telepathic machines, or the
man saved from the burden of nonentity
by thinking he is Julius Caesar.
We must also agree that all of us have
props and crutches in the form of beliefs.
Whenever we eat, for instance, we are
sustained by the belief that what looks
and smells like food is edible, and held
in check -by the belief that plates are not
edible; beliefs which we share with such
humble beings as rats, and for which
we have a certain amount of a priori
evidence, but beliefs which are incapable
of logical proof and may on occasion
4>e false. Those of us who are capable
of abstract thought may also embrace
“rational” beliefs, for which there is even
less evidence. I, fo r instance, am unshakeabie in the faith that snails, when
no one is observing them, remain snails.
Yet it is quite within the bounds of
logic that they turn into kangaroos, and

HAVE YOU ORDERED
TOWARDS A FREE SOCIETY
by Charles Martin
64 pp.
2s. 6d. post free

e d it o r s

ILLN
there Is no actual evidence either way.
So delusion and rational belief are
alike, in that neither can be proved by
logic. Similarly, an elephant is like a
biscuit tin, In that neither can ride a
bicycle; but it does not follow that there
are no important differences. Indeed,
Comrade Hughes himself points to one
very important difference between ration
al and irrational belief, when he says he

recognises his props and crutches for
what they are. The person who needs
a delusion to keep him going could
never do that.
And we need not be afraid that
reasoned argument against faith will per
suade those who really need it to give
up. No-one gives up a belief unless he
is quite capable of managing without it
and finds it something of a burden. To
“rob” someone of a belief, Iff speaking
or writing against it, is not an act of
wanton cruelty but an act of liberation.
If Comrade Hughes honestly thinks 1.
deserve “to have a millstone round my
neck” because I help someone else to get
rid of a ’ millstone, that is up to him.
But I think he is being damnably unjust.
London.
/
D.R.

“The Army of Today’s Alright”
D ear F riends ,

These extracts from the report on the
second reading of the Army A Air
Force Hill (Ouurdlun 3/2/61; coming on
top of the announcement of increased
Health Service charges confirm my pte
election forecast of 1955 that the Tories
will leave no stone unturned to run the
country on the cheap— or to riiti it itt
such a manner that their precious tax*
concessions shall be fully covered. (But,
of course, the Liberal and Labour Battles
would be equally Ingenious in devising
ways of financing favour to their sup
porters.

Yours fraternally,

Southampton, Feb, 5.

f l C, Mvi».

PROMISCUITY
The Editor, F reedom.
D ear S ir ,

In his article on p ro m isc u ity N.W,
paints a doleful picture of unenlightened
youth. Sex lives are to be lived for their

Dow n w ith the
Deficit I
PROGRESS OF A DEFICIT!
WEEK 5
Deficit on Freedom
S I00
Contributions received
&84
DEFICIT
*16
January 30 to February 4

“The Army Council and the Air Coun
cil had been studying the question of
punishments carefully. There appeared
to be a gap . . . between detention and
the restriction of privileges. . . .
In
each case the higher punishment was
often too severe—particularly for officers.
A new clause . . , would allow Com
manding Officers to dock a man’s pay,

Warrington; J.H.* 7/6; CatarKam# FB. (2
weeks) 10/-; Coventry; F,W, (/-; London,
S.WAi P.W.C. 2/6; California, San Francisco and Morongo Valley; A.P. and J-5*
£3/14/-; London, NAV.6; S J . I A
total ...
4 16 0
Previously acknowledged ... 79 6 9

without having to he deprived of his ser
vicesT

GIFT OF BOOKS; London; H,M,
^Indicates reguler coetributer.

1961 TOTAL TO DATE

£34 2 9

A N A N A RCH IST’S NOTEBOOK

Portugal:

The Curtain off Silence is Raised

editors, Dave Dellinger who spent three
weeks there last November seeing things
for himself. One would like to believe
that what he saw was a complete picture
of the Castro regime at work, for much
of what he saw is encouraging. It is
impossible to summarise these articles
cwlsun o f silence behind which Df. adequately here — interested readers
Salazar has been able to hide so success should secure copies of Liberation for
fully these many years, has indeed been themselves. We will limit ourselves to
quoting from Dave Dellinger's conclu
raised at last!
It would seem that the publishers of sions. He reassures us of his objectiv
the Bulletin weft not in the secret of the ity, for instance, when he writes:
seizure of the Santa Maria as their first
The people may be getting what they
issue la d already gone to Press when want, but politically Cuba is under the
Captain CaJvao’s daring action captured control of a small group of idealists who
the news headlines of the world. Rather formulate the laws and broad policy
was their decision to inform the English- (after unusually imaginative and con
scientious consultation with the people
speaking world of the crimes o f the involved). The history of politics make
Salazar regime prompted by the stirrings it d e a r that it is dangerous for even
of the movement* of “national libera^ “good” men to hold this kind of power
tioaT m Angola, Mozambique, Guine for any length of time.
and Cape Verde during the past months.
He also points to a unique feature of
Two articles on “Africans* Rights under the present regime in Cuba. In all pre
Portugal'# laws** and “Portugal's *mis- vious revolutions the first act of the
usb ’ » Angola" give a documented pic
new governments has been to force the
ture of g situation in wbjph ail the worse people to surrender their arms. “Castro
features of cojona’ rode m Africa have has reversed the traditional process”—
hem applied to the people who live writes Dellinger—“ He has disbanded the
under Portuguese rate. A t least 99 per centralized and hierarchical army and
eewt. of the population of the five major
given m ore and more arms to the people
ctdomes, that as 1 6 ^ 7 ^ people, have
through the informal and voluntary
no right# at tS The “asMnilatecf* nonPeople's Militia”. And assuming this
Esuppeans total less d a s 100,000. In
to he a fact fincidentally wt hope Dave
Angola with a population <A 4,1m,
J55.000 or 125 per cent, were irfljffpfaff Dellinger wilt at some later date give
more details of the composition of this
as ~ctviluedr They included 70400
whites (a# the white* t f e w n t) , 26,000 “voluntary people's militia’*) he rightly
mulatto* (*0 hut 3,000 o f the mulatto concludes;
If the people of Cuba were as regimen
population;, and 30,000 Negroes (that u
ted, deprived of civil liberties and ready
all b u t 3,970*000 of the Negro popula
tdml). And tlrif ts the nxu*tk*a aftei to revolt as the United Stale* claims,
Castro would not answer (he threat of
400 years o f Portuguese m lr
mvamon ftp widely distributing machine
In Portugal the people have rights, bat 03mf
only on paper. It u a coarnm^iery tm
The writer however tempers his onfits regime that after 33 year* of Dr. fhtma&m lo t the armed defence of the
Salazar there were m 1959, 4.cording to revolution with the reflection that
the Anjtfino EstaturtcO, 3AH trials tn
Cuba will have more chanee of pte
Portugal Uading fa ceovicuotu fa r serving
her present idealism and avoiding
against religion, the security of the o errv p tte ii attendant upon her g #
the Sens and other potJtwml (d n e st forced involvement in the international
The Bftdtcfia also quotas frog “Demo
power struggle if she takes one more
giant step forward and begins to study
graphic Trends m Western Europe 1931
and develop method* of non violent tt71.. A Report fey the Manpower Com
miner, OEEC i f m s 1959) iteming Oat l a t l t t e (One gaped ot this would be
sit the past few year* the afuxtieJ rale rri to slop the execution of eounutf tevoiunmpttMH) bom Portugal exceeds the ite a r w i, a penalty which j» reserved for
those who h ate been convicted o f mm3C400 mark, and that if present trends 4et and wharfs would win overwhelming
continue Portugal will lose 900,000 off endorsement «s the polls. but » inch if
her youth in the next twenty years
continued, will bscvflebfy lead te the
devaluation of all human life.)
#
|
e
We would disagree with D.D '* **om
*'Ii*ehtwk" the •ecerrfo.Y nmuNEe a aspect*' of non violent rcsisteiKe, in mat
jp w York features in sis December and * e
that in § revolution whilst it
January issues an article on Cuba “Ame may be essential for the people tn arms
rica's Lm f h d g l i s n " fey one of its to remained armed for a esmsiderabte
A WELCOME VOL. 1, No. 1, WAS AMONG
the papers, magazines, bulletins and
leaflets we received at F reedom office
this week. It is the Portuguese and
Colonial Bulletin which is to be publish
ed monthly in London. If future issues
are as informative as the first, then the

time it is a fundamental mistake to exe
cute the enemies of the revolution who
fall into one’s hands. One may have
to kill in order not to be killed, but when
one’s would-be killer is disarmed and
without power there is no valid argument
to deprive him of his life. Perhaps his

freedom of movement in the critical
period of the revolution, But as soon
as the people have power he should be
given the choice of living among them or
in another country. The threat which
“liberation” movements in exile offer even
when, as in the case of exiled Cubans
who are being trained and armed by the
United States for a n eventual invasion
of Cuba, is minimal, so long as, of course,
an overwhelming majority of the people
of the country to be invaded support the
system, or the regime, or the government
in power. After all, the success of Castro
and his bands of guCrrilleros cannot be
accounted for on the grounds that he
disposed of large numbers of men and
armament, but that he, and not Battista,
who nevertheless was the government,
represented the hopes and aspirations of
the Cuban peasants and workers.
*
♦
*
R umour has been rife in anarchist
circles in London that Castro has closed
down the anarcho-syndicalist Press in
Cuba. On our desk this week is a copy
of Solidarldad Castronomica, organ of
the catering workers of Cuba. It is dated
November IS, 1960, and on the front
page is an article with the title ‘'The
Policy of One Class dominating another
can lead to Dictatorship” in which the
writer in forcible language p u li forward
the orthodox anarchist arguments about
“ dictatorship of the proletariat”, “revo
lutionary government” and concludes
that “revolutionary policy consist* in a
progressive abandonment of the power*
of the Male until it# final elimination.
The idea of dictatorship and the concen
tration of power in a few hands, tepee'
ttftti util the opposite
However, reading on another page “A
Review of the Foreign P om * if is ehtar
to us that though the Castro government
n ay ttiil allow the anarchisi press to
appear it is conditional on their making
no comment* on Cuban affair* Or at
least tin* is how wg interpret the follow-

tag opening NMsteneet of the wriiete:
ft it possible that the comrades of
Uruguay thmitd not underwand why
M idm ktod GaMlrrmomlca does not deal
with probtani of major importance and
topicality with reference to our country,
and they may welt be right in ihinking
thu* But it does not prevent the editor*
of Soli from expressing an opinion **
the subject or dissenting from the point
od view of Liu ha IJberreria [an ■

own sake* and noi ttved a* ikmi
Of rebellion. the
whtf
W f *"<* foftrtte
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love; will probably be
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Hon through sex has aIway * beep
defeating and a hindrance to chance t
m behaviour, n .W / s tittle /of are m * /
mg the tmrtuUsVs game, We should note
that the vicious aspect o f the m m pulsive sexual moralist is that be stiff
has: the power to muddy the waters
which he can no longer prevent tts drink 
ing. Millions can read on %trfdays abotii
the sordid junketings of film Mare sex
parties; t7f Chesser4s remarks that a
premarital sexual telatiomhip can he
decent and rewarding caused a booklet to
be suppressed. Nevertheless, (he mot tt1st ts a thing (hat will go away if you
pretend it’s not there—which is what
you must do if you want to live according to yout lights, Rebelfkm i% useless
Yours faithfulfy,
W, G, ffuAo&v (Mr.}
London, fan, 29,
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M er future,

dmrtfhng itself,

Saturday,
lay, Pebrvaty 11th—Crty Literary
Institute, fkuketey Street, W/O.2, 7 p.m
D ebate;

“That the Classless Society is an im
possibility*',
Opposed by Jack Robinson (L.A.G.y
and Arthur Uloth (L .A G .j
Admission If*
Refreshments obtainable.

monthly published lm Uruguay] in regard
to Cuba, at least as expressed in the
issues 195— 19$ which we have just te>
Ceivtd.
We can only assume, as w# haven’t the
copies of Luchu Ubertarla at hand y that
that paper extolled the C astro regime

and that the Cuban anarchist paper had
not the freedom to openly say why H
does not. It can only be thus fo r if
it were the other way round the Cuban
press censor would be only too glad lor
our Cuban comrades to declare them
selves supporters o f the regime.
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peace.”
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IM P O R T A N T

On and after February
at ‘T he %warTf Cosmo PJace, V i t t e l

ton Row, W .fcl, (Hrtb&ffif

Feb, 12/- vf*rfm f>ra»n«er
OF THF RHI//IAN
STRIKE

What

is really mafrbnino

m Coax

/4// Wefoome,

in

the Congo and a dozen other countries
which are in the “New#” and where
events might well be leading in more
positive, libertarian directions? U it

possible to get at the truth without
actually going oneself and staying there
to see and bear and read enough to build
up an objective pktire of the situation?
Dave Dellinger’s Liberation article con
tains a couple of paragraphs which
makes one aware how unreliable from
the public’s point of view are the highly
paid, highly boosted professional new*
gatherers on whom the world press de
pends for its information.
He tells of how after a meeting at
which Castro was the principal speaker
he had a talk with a North American

newspaperman who had told him earlier
that he got the material tor his articles
*'irom the people whose business iff b lo
know what is going on—the diplomat*.’
The newsman said he was disgusted with
the speech because Castro had made
ridiculous promises which he could never
keep. When the time came **he will

Refreshment (p/ediobte after meeting

London A nerdnit (errmp
A N EXPERIMENT IN
OFF-CENTRE DTiCI/MHOW
MEETINGS
Ij T Thursday o f each month 0 X pm .
A t Jack and Mary te m u N i’f,
d Staint&n Road, Roffetd, M M rt
Loot Wednetder o j each moeWh 0

S p.tn.
A t D ototiftf BetaeCa,
4J Twyford Avenue, Forte Oreen, U.X
irr Wednerday of each month 0 %p.m.
A t Cotm W ard's,

13 EJterby Street. Polham, S.W.fi.
0 p.tff.
A l £h

How many problem*, apart from
financial ones, wdj have to fee solved
before we shall fee entitled to claim that
we. have a truly Free frraf
1

am

N W

have some good excuse instead ’ And
Dellinger pointed out to him :
'*But Jo e /' I said (o Him, “he pros
some of the things for r m t week
others for a month or six weeks
now Ha would fee a foot U> make
short-range astu/afio ci if he weren’t
to carry through r The nexti day I
to Orient* Province, and for five day*
I kept seeing the real die* that lay behind
Castro’s promises and the pe-opte %fatih
f walked through fields in which the
dried husk* of last year’s sugar cane were
rotting on th# ground while new wops
were Tn various stage* of healthy growth
I tgw the suckling pig*, the new poultry
farms, and the acres of hardwood u p
ling* of which ( astro had spoken
Unfortunately, my newspaper friend,
whom i met again in O rfe ^ r, spant <mly
one day there, in th# largest city, where
he had a conference with a North Amerlp in banker and another with a North
American diplomat
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